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Abstract—We experimentally demonstrate a discrete 

wavelet multitone (DWMT) modulation scheme based on 
pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) for next generation 
passive optical network (PON), which offers high tolerance 
against chromatic dispersion, high spectral efficiency, low 
peak to average power ratio (PAPR) and low side lobes. 
The experimental results show the chromatic dispersion 
induced power penalties are negligible after 20km fiber 
transmission. Compared with orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM), DWMT offers a better 
receiver sensitivity. 
 

Index Terms—Passive optical network (PON), Discrete wavelet 
multitone (DWMT), Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

assive optical network (PON) regarded as the best solution 
for access network has been widely deployed in the 

worldwide, due to its high speed and low cost [1-2]. As the 
demand for broadband services increases rapidly, orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based PON has 
been considered as a promising candidate for next generation 
PON, because of its flexible resource allocation both in time 
and frequency domains, high spectral efficiency, and strong 
tolerance to fiber dispersion [3-5]. However, OFDM-PON has 
some drawbacks. OFDM is a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 
based multicarrier modulation scheme which convert a high 
speed data stream into a number of sub-streams with lower 
data rate. Due to the rectangular shaped DFT window, the 
OFDM signal has high side lobes, which induces out of band 
radiation. In addition, a cyclic prefix is required to avoid the 
inter symbol interference (ISI) caused by fiber dispersion, 
which reduces its spectrum efficiency. Finally, the OFDM 
signal is characterized by high peak to average power ratio 
(PAPR) which requires much stringent linearity for any post- 
and pre-amplifiers to avoid excessive inter-modulation 
distortion [6]. This would increase the cost of deployed PON 
architecture, especially for cost-sensitive optical network units 
(ONUs). 
   In this paper, we propose a discrete wavelet multitone 
(DWMT) modulation scheme for PON, which provides all the 
advantages known in OFDM-PON and also provides some 
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excellent features such as low side lobes, low PAPR, and 
improved spectrum efficiency due to the removal of cyclic 
prefix (CP). The DWMT modulation has been standardized in 
IEEE 1901 for power line communication [7], and also been 
widely investigated as a good candidate for digital subscriber 
loop (DSL) [8], wireless communications [9-11], optical 
communications [12]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first work investigate the DMWT modulation as a promising 
solution for next generation PON. The feasibility of 
DWMT-PON is verified with experiment demonstration. As 
shown in our experiment, the DWMT offers strong tolerance 
against the chromatic dispersion and better receiver sensitivity 
compared with the OFDM. In [13], filter bank multicarrier 
(FBMC) based modulation scheme has been proposed for 
PON, which can also operate without a CP and has low side 
lobes. Compared with the FBMC based PON system, our 
propose scheme offers comparative tolerance against the 
chromatic dispersion, lower PAPR and lower complexity.      

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes the proposed DWMT scheme for PON in detail. The 
experiment setup and results for the DWMT-PON are given in 
Section 3. Section 4 presents the concluding remarks. 

II. DWMT 
Wavelets are waveforms with limited duration and an 

average value of zero. There are numerous pre-defined 
wavelets that can be used in signal analysis, which divides a 
signal into its frequency components with a resolution based 
on the scale of the wavelet, and produce coefficients that are 
an indication of correlation between the wavelet and the signal 
under investigation at a particular time and scale. One of the 
key features of wavelet transform is that it produces results 
that are related to time, which give an indication of not only 
what frequencies (scales) a signal contains but also when it 
appear. This should be contrasted against basic Fourier 
analysis that produces values relating purely to the frequency.  
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) are computationally 
efficient with reduced simulation time compared to continuous 
wavelet. It involves using successive, complementary 
low-pass filter (LPF) and high-pass filter (HPF) to form the 
filters bank, which split the signal into its approximation and 
detail coefficients. The filter bank level depends on the 
bandwidth availability. With traditional digital filtering this 
would leave us with two signals both with the same number of 
sample points as the original. The signal resolution, which is a 
measure of detailed information of the signal, is converted by 
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the filtering and scale process. Down sampling of signals by a 
factor of 2 is used to remove multiple signal samples. Up 
sampling signal is used to increase rate by adding new 
samples to the signal. Both DWT and inverse discrete wavelet 
transform (IDWT) are given by: 

( ) ( )22 2 ,
m

m m
ns s t t n dtψ= −∫                    (1) 

( ) 2 22 2 ,
m m

m
n

m n

s t s t nψ
∞ ∞
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= − 

 
∑ ∑                (2) 

where ψ  is the wavelet kernel and is selected based on the 
mother wavelet chosen. Note that, IDWT is used to 
reconstruct signal process. 

III. PROPOSED PAM-DWMT SCHEME FOR PON 
Figure 1 shows the block diagrams for the transmitter (Tx) 

and receiver (Rx) for PAM-DWT-PON. At the Tx, the binary 
data stream dA(t) and dD(t) are mapped to pulse amplitude 
modulation (PAM) symbols respectively prior  to  serial to 
parallel conversion. Then pilots are inserted for the purpose of 
channel estimation. The inverse discrete wavelet transform 
(IDWT) requires two parts of input data. xA(t) is regarded as 
the approximation part, while xD(t) are inserted as the detail 
part. The lengths of the approximation and detail part are both 
N, which is an integer power of 2. The IDWT consist of 
quadrature mirror filter (QMF) bank that consists of half-band 
LPF with an impulse response h(t) and half-band HPF with an 
impulse response of g(t), which is shown in Fig. 2 (a). The 
approximation part xA(t) and the detail part xD(t) are up 
sampled by a factor of 2 and passed through the LPF and HPF, 
respectively. The output of which can be written as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of (a) IDWT and (b) DWT. 
 
where ⊗  demotes convolution operation. These filtered 
streams are then summed and constitute a wavelet symbol x(t). 
To reassemble the reconstructed signal perfectly at the Rx in 
the absence of encoding, quantization and transmission errors, 
an orthonormal perfect reconstruction (OPR) requirement 
usually applies for the two filters. The OPR condition is given 
as:  

( ) ( 1) ( 1 ),ng n h L n= − − −                (4) 
1,Tg g =                        (5) 

(n) ( 2 ) ( ),
n

g g n k kδ
∞

=−∞

+ =∑                (6) 

where g is the vector from of g(n), L is the length of h(n).The 
preamble is added in the front of each frame for the purpose of 
synchronization, which includes a real-value Chu sequence. A 
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is used to convert the 
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of (a) transmitter and (b) receiver for PAM-DWMT-PON. 
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digital signal into analog signal.  The generated 
PAM-DWMT signal is real-valued, which can be used for 
intensity modulation (IM) of the laser. After IM, the optical 
PAM-DWMT signal is fed into the distribution network. At 
the Rx, the optical signal is firstly detected by a photo detector, 
and the output of which is converted into a digital format 
using an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). After frame 
synchronization, the received signal is passed through 
serial-to-parallel conversion. Then the received signal y(t) is 
passed through an DWT with a LPF and a HPF, which have an 
impulse response of h*(t) and g*(t), respectively. Note that h*(t) 
and g*(t) are the conjugates of h(t) and g(t), respectively. The 
outputs of the LPF and HPF are then down sampled with a 
factor of 2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 (b).  The pilots 
are separated from the received approximation part yA(t) and 
detail part yd(t), which are used to calculate the channel 
coefficient. After channel equalization, the received signals 
are fed into the PAM demodulation module to recover the 
transmitted binary data, respectively.  

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS 

The experimental setup for the PAM-DWMT based PON 
is shown in Fig. 3. The PAM-DWMT signal is firstly 
generated in the Matlab domain, the detail modulation process 
of which can be found in Fig. 1 (a). The generated signal is 
uploaded into an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) with a 
sampling rate of 10GS/s, the output of which is used for 
intensity modulation of a laser using a Mach-Zehnder 
modulator (MZM). Note that digital to analog conversion is 
included in AWG. PAM with four levels is applied and the 
size of N is set to 256. Harr wavelet is used to decompose and 
reconstruct the signal. Haar functions have been used from 
1910 when they were introduced by the Hungarian 
mathematician Alfred Haar. The Haar function, being an odd 
rectangular pulse pair, is the simplest and oldest orthonormal 
wavelet with compact support [14]. The Harr wavelet function 
can be described as follows: 

1         0 t 0.5
( ) 1      0.5 t 1

0        otherwise
tψ

≤ ≤
= − ≤ ≤



 .            (7) 

The filter coefficients while using Harr wavelet are given by: 
1 1(n) ( 1,1),   ( ) (1,1).
2 2

h g n= − =          (8) 

The wavelength and the transmitted power are 1550nm and 
10dBm, respectively. The optical PAM-DWMT signal is fed 
into the distribution network, which is emulated with a single 
mode fiber, a variable optical attenuator (VOA) and a 50/50 
coupler. At the ONU side, the optical signal is firstly detected 
by a photo-detector and then passed through an ADC (this is 
included in the digital scope). The captured digital signal is 
recorded on a real-time digital oscilloscope. Then the received 
signal is offline processed in order to recover the transmitted 
data as shown in Fig. 1 (b). All the key system parameters 
adopted in this work are depicted in Table I.  
   Figs. 4 and 5 show the BER performance under back to 
back, 20km and 80km fiber for the approximation and detail 
parts of PAM-DWMT respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, the 
chromatic dispersion induced power penalties after 20km and 
80 km fiber are negligible for the approximation part. Whereas 
at the BER of 1e-3, the power penalties after 20km and 80km 
fiber are negligible and about 2.5 dB for the detail part. This is 
because the high frequency band suffers from more double 
sideband (DSB) power fading induced by chromatic 
dispersion [15-16]. Wavelet transform belongs to the family of 
overlapped transforms, i.e. the beginning of a symbol is 
transmitted before the previous one ends. The inter-symbol 
orthogonality is maintained due to the shift orthogonal 
property of the waveforms [17]. This overlapping feature 
increases the symbol duration and hence yields a better 
spectral containment along with higher dispersion tolerance. 
On the other hand, because of the overlapping of the symbols 
in time domain, CP is not available for wavelets. 

 
Fig. 4. BER performance for the approximation part of PAM-DWMT.  
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Fig. 3 Experiment setup of PAM-DWMT-PON (MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator, SMF: single mode fiber, AWG: arbitrary waveform generator, VOA: 

variable optical attenuator). 
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For comparison, an OFDM-based PON is also considered 
here, the experimental setup of which is similar with that of 
PAM-DWMT. The differences between them are the coder 
and decoder in the Matlab domain. In OFDM-PON, the DFT 
and CP sizes are 256 and 8, respectively. In order to generate a 
real-valued OFDM signal, Hermitian symmetry is applied to 
the signal prior to IDFT. Both the 0th and 128th subcarriers 
carry no data, whereas 1-127th subcarriers are used for data 
transmission, and 129-255th subcarriers carry the complex 
conjugate of data on the 1-127th subcarriers. Quadrature phase 
shift keying is used and the sampling rate of AWG is set to 
10GS/s. The bit rates of PAM-DWMT and QPSK-OFDM are 
10Gb/s and 9.62Gb/s, respectively. Due to the insertion of CP, 
QPSK-OFDM has lower bit rate compared with PAM-DWMT 
using the same bandwidth.  
 

TABLE I. System parameters 

Parameter Value 
• AWG sampling rate 
• Scope sampling rate 
• Transmit optical power 
• Propagation distance 

10GS/s 
10GS/s 
10 dBm 
20, 80 km 

OFDM 
• DFT size 
• CP size 
• Modulation format 
• Bit rate 

 
256 

8 
QPSK 
9.62Gb/s 

PAM-DWMT 
• Wavelet 
• Modulation format 
• Bit rate 

 
Haar 
4-PAM 
10Gb/s 

 

 
Fig. 5. BER performance for the detail part of PAM-DWMT.  

Fig. 6 shows the PAPR comparison of QPSK-OFDM and 
PAM-DWMT. The detail parameters for QPSK-OFDM and 
PAM-DWMT modulation can be found in Table 1. As 
illustrated in Fig. 6, the PAM-DWMT has much lower PAPR 
than QPSK-OFDM. Fig. 7 shows the BER performances of 
QPSK-OFDM and PAM-DWMT after 20km fiber 
transmissions. Figs. 8 and 9 show the received electrical 
power spectrum for DWMT and OFDM after 20km fiber 
transmission with a received optical power of 0 dBm, 
respectively. The BER for the PAM-DMT is calculated from 
the average of the approximation and detail parts. The 
chromatic dispersion induced power penalties are negligible 
after 20km fiber transmission for both QPSK-OFDM and 

PAM-DWMT, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Compared with 
QPSK-OFDM, PAM-DWMT offers better receiver sensitivity 
owing to its low PAPR and low side lobes. The receiver 
sensitivity is defined as the required received power to achieve 
a BER of 1e-3. 

 
Fig. 6. PAPR comparison between QPSK-OFDM and PAM-DWMT.  

 
Fig. 7 BER performances of QPSK-OFDM and PAM-DWMT after 20km 
fiber transmission. 

 
Fig. 8 Received electrical power spectrum for DWMT after 20km fiber 
transmission with a received optical power of 0-dBm. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed an experimental demonstration 
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of PAM-DWMT for next generation PON, which offered high 
tolerance against chromatic dispersion, high spectral 
efficiency, low PAPR and low side lobes. We showed that the 
chromatic dispersion induced power penalties after 20km and 
80 km fiber were negligible for the approximation part. 
Whereas at the BER of 1e-3, the power penalties after 20km 
and 80km fiber were negligible and about 2.5 dB for the detail 
part. Compared with the OFDM scheme, the PAM-DWMT 
offered a lower PAPR and better receiver sensitivity after 
20km fiber transmission. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Received electrical power spectrum for OFDM after 20km fiber 
transmission with a received optical power of 0-dBm. 
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